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MEMORIAM

D. BRENT COLLETTE
Edited by Alison Takenaka, Ethan Cannon, and April Carlson

D. Brent Collette was the director of the Institute of Religon at the
University of California at Berkeleyforffteen years. He died 8 November
2000 after suffering an aneurysm while driving home from teaching
his final class. De@ite long-standing medical challenges-he was one of
the longest surviving kidney transplant recipients-his courage and
strength, and his devotion to truth andjoy continue to bless the lives ofthose
who knew him.

B

RENT COLLETTE WAS an extraordinary educator, mentor, and friend to
hundreds of LDS students. Any Latterday Saint who chooses to attend Berkeley is
bound to be somewhat peculiar in most
Church circles. Besides being a top-tier research institution, Berkeley has an extremist
political tradition that sets it apart from more
straight-laced academic peers, and the fervor
of its free-speech history permeates the very
air the students breathe. It's hard to be at Cal
without becoming an activist brandishing
sentiments like "question authority," and
"subvert the dominant paradigm." And when
that critical activism turns toward Mormon
doctrine, policy, and culture, it takes an uncommon brand of faithful intellectual to direct that passion toward faithful ends. As one
long-time friend and Church Educational
System colleague observed: "In CES, there are
some who are either great scholars or great
teachers, but you very seldom meet one who
can be both as effectively, or who can reach as
many different kinds of people, as Brent
could."
Brent, with his quick wit and disarming
charm, had a way of earning the trust, respect, and friendship of the bright minds
(and sharp tongues) attracted to the Berkeley
arena. His brain seemingly housed an intricate catalog of student profiles. Whether we
were permanent fixtures or periodic floaters
at the Institute, Brent used this knowledge to
approach us on every level he could, every
chance he got. He knew us one on one, one
step at a time-often one battle at a timeguiding us through a lively labynnth of
prickly issues, continually asking us if we
were truly happy in life.
Brent's love of learning, his love for us,
and his love of God were so wide and so
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deep that with him, many of us found the
first haven the Church had ever afforded. His
"open door" policy was also an "open mind"
and "open heart" policy. We learned to transform skepticism to testimony, and with him
no topic was impossible . . . or too dangerous
. . . or unworthy of discussion. Excerpts from
the Ensign to SUNSTONEto the Dead Sea
Scrolls were welcome in our Friday Forum
discussions. Even when our debates escalated to heated irreverence on topics that (we
realize in retrospect) meant the world to him,
Brent would smile through his spectacles and
pose an "Okay, but is it possible that . . .
could be true?" question. It was hard to feel
bitter or defensive toward this man in his
omnipresent joggng suit who never devalued our intelligence, never condemned
our fragile faith, but simply invited us to engage in a bit of self-examination and learn to
laugh at our own foibles. To him inquiry was
the means to belief, not a threat to it; and any
evidence of moral goodness qualified for his
maxim: "All things that rise, converge."
His remarkable achievements came in the
face of a potentially debilitating medical history But instead of framing his life in terms
of his physical frailties. Brent chose to live in
the now and to love as if now would never
end. This stubborn self-determinism was
portrayed in a eulogy published in the
Oakland Tribune newspaper by Paul Cobb, a
local minister and friend of Brent's. In his
tribute, Cobb noted: "D. Brent Collette lived
every day with full exuberance and joy because he treated each day, each experience
and each person he met as if it were his
last. . . . He was the embodiment of the wise
saying '"it's not how long you live, but rather,
how you live long."'
-ALISON TAKENAKA

B

RENT worked hard to make the
Berkeley Institute building a gathering
place for the LDS students at Cal.
Dunng my freshman year, as the institute
building was being renovated, classes were
held in the "dungeon" storage room, but since
there was no place for students to mingle, I
developed only superficial relationships with
other LDS students. After my mission, when
the building work was complete, I made
many strong friendships at the Institute, and
it was the first time in my life that I felt I truly
fit in at church and that I had a large circle of
friends with whom I had much in common,
including the gospel. Brent fostered such
closeness through his love of the building
(formerly owned by the Hearst family). He
delighted in giving guided tours and proclaiming, "Welcome to Zion!" He added other
inviting touches, such as a pool table carefully
leveled on the basement floor and a gas fireplace that dried off many students during the
rainy season. His unorthodox policies of distributing the building security code to allow
students to meet after hours and allowing students to write papers on the Institute computer worked wonderfully, as generation after
generation of students made friends, built testimonies, and often found spouses at the
Institute building.
Brent's love of the gospel extended from
the smallest details to the largest visions of
eternity imagnable by the mortal mind, and
his teaching spanned that spectrum. A typical Book of Mormon class consisted of ten
minutes of small talk and introduction, a
forty-five minute detailed discussion on one
or two verses near the start of the chapter,
then a five-minute race to finish the chapter
so we could move on the next week. He
could discuss a single verse for hours because
he always related everything to the big picture; he constantly explained that we are on
earth to develop godlike character and that
we will be judged on the kind of person we
become. He warned against the checklist approach to the gospel, where success is
marked not by whom we've become but by
an accounting of completed and uncompleted gospel tasks. This holistic model of
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mortahty's purpose has guided my actlons m
all spheres of my hfe, especially affect~nghow
I approach my family, Church callmgs, and
other personal relat~onships
-ETHAN CANNON

I

CAN'T thlnk of a more p~votalmoment
m my sp~ntualdevelopment than my first
Inst~tuteclass As I walked to class, I
wondered how a relig~on of flannel-board
Pnmary stones and weepy G ~ r kCamp testimony meetings would fit Into my new life at
Berkelev That dav we studied the words of
the Old Testament, and the archaic Ianguage-well worn and fitting-co~forted
me. Then, to my surprise, as if by virtue of
our meeting on campus, the probing questions began to fly Ideas were challenged and
scrutinized, and I felt pushed to define my
beliefs and reconsider my operating assumptions. Suddenly the distance between the
flannel-board stories of my childhood and my
new college environment seemed smaller.
Here was a place where asking questions
about religion could strengthen belief. My
faith began to grow that day-faith that I
could question and examine the doctrines of
the gospel closely, and that I would only be
brought closer to God for the endeavor.
On one occasion, Brent bought me lunch
at the grill on Sproul Plaza (origin of the free
speech movement). Surrounded by the usual
noonday ruckus of preaching and pamphleteering, I was touched by the kindness of a
teacher, and I felt God's love. Brent fashioned
a little island of spirituality in the tempest of
politics, religon, and philosophy, and I knew
I had found a friend. That moment was a rev-

elat~on here was a
member of a rehgous
establ~shment, a b~shop and an Inst~tutedlrector who was not
afra~dof truth or of any
questions I m~ghtask
From that moment, I
knew there was a place
for my testimony at
Berkeley Many Mormons clte the~rmlsslon
as the ~ e n o dof the~r
most intense spiritual
development. I too
served an honorable
mission and loved the
experience, but woven
into my daily thoughts,
grounding my identity,
directing the pattern of
my behavior, is my
Berkeley experience. And through it all,
Brent Collette was the guiding light pointing
to Christ.
In Berkeley5 secular context, no professor
specifically referred to gospel principles in
their lectures, but connections happened all
the same, and Brent was always there to hear
my latest epiphany and to prod me to shore
up my ideas with empirical or spiritual evidence. But never once in all of my arguing,
testing, and growing did he tell me that I was
wrong-that I should think differently. He
let me find my own way.
-APRIL CARLSON

Famous Brenrisms
Love doesn't just happen, love is a choice;
you choose who you love.
What's the take-home message?
But tell me-are you happy?
Good is not wasted.
All things that rise, converge.

You can'tgive love awayfast enough because
the Savior always sends love in return.
Put this on page one ofyour journal.
All truth is light, and light emanates from
Christ through the Holy Spirit.
* Proceed with vim and vigor!
"Light cleaves to light . . ."
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Brent
delighted
in giving
Institute
tours and
proclaiming,
‘‘Welcome to
Zion!"

I

FEEL like I didn't know Brent
well enough to merit the love 1
felt from him. He would always
greet me like a long lost friend. He
never walked up to me without
being ecstatic to see me. He would
drop everything to talk to me (even
if he was preparing a lesson).
He couldn't go too many moments without having fun. He
taught us to see loss as a way to appreciate things better. We are
grieving for lost opportunities, but
1 know there will be opportunities
for further discussions with him.
If he were here now, he would
tell us to proceed "with vim and
vigor!"
-DAVID JENSON

D

URING my years as an
undergraduate at Berkeley from 1986 to 1991, I
barely kept a toe in the Church.

But that one little toe had a lot to do with
Brent. Sometimes I came to Brent's classes a
little shyly because I wasn't sure how I felt
about the Church. Sometimes I came a little
defiantly because I wasn't sure how I felt
about the Church. Brent always remembered
my name, welcomed me, handled my questions gracefully, never pushed too hard but
never watered things down too much either. I
felt completely safe and accepted with himnever judged, only invited.
Because of this atmosphere at the Institute
building, I found I came there as a refuge between classes even when I wasn't attending
Church services. And it was there I ultimately
jump-started a profound conversion process
in my final months before graduation. In fact,
Brent was one of the most influential people
in those crucial months of conversion that
brought me back into faith and fellowship
and sent me on a mission. And when he
learned that I hadn't known to attend a
temple preparation class before I received my
endowments, he kindly and patiently took
me aside for an hour. Because he knew me
and my longstanding struggles with gender
issues, Brent prepared me for certain moments that helped make my first experience
in the temple a positive and spiritual one.
I fondly remember his sweet temperament and sense of humor, his insights on the
spiritual nature of light, his compassionate,
intelligent handling of any question, his
ability to bring groups of incredibly diverse
people (liberals and conservatives, middleaged housewives and students) together to
new insights on well-worn scriptural passages, his enthusiasm for open inquiry, his
unwavering faith, and his personal stories
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patible with the teachings
of Jesus Christ.
-ERIC D. OLSON

I

LOVED Brother Collette for his intelligence and for the
insights he brought to
my understanding of the
gospel. But more than
that, I loved him for the
joy he got from interacting
with us. The Institute was
like a home, and he and
Charlotte Schuyler weren't
exactly "parents," but they
were definitely partners in
Brent Collette and Charlotte Schuvler
making the Institute what
Not exactly "parents," but they made the lnstitutefeel like a home,
it was. When the Institute
was being renovated and
shared sparingly and meaningfully He filled almost done, I remember going through with
us with love and light and Christlike radi- him and some other students, and he was so
ance and helped us believe it was possible to proud to show the place off. He wanted us to
blend intellect with faith, humor with spiri- all feel part of it-and we really did. Institute
tuality, and individuality with obedience.
classes were good, but great discussions
He is one of the few people I can think of could happen any place because Brother
who was ready to meet his Maker. I imagine Collette would come out to say hello and get
it was a very loving reunion.
interested in what we were talking about.
-TANIA N. RANDS
I remember his asking why it was that
more often women married men who weren't
RENT had an enormous zest for life spiritually to their par than happened the
and what always seemed like unother way around. He didn't think it was
bounded energy. When you talked to right for women to do that.
him, he would focus it all on you like you
I remember how much he loved his wife
were the most important thing in his world and children, and how he talked about them.
at that moment.
I remember his saying how lucky he was to
- G W STORDAHL
WRIGHT be the director of the Berkeley Institute and
how he didn't want to go anywhere else.
ALWAYS picture Brent riding his bike
-MONICA HENDRlCKS
across campus or carrylng a load way too
heavy for him, looking always a little lost
RENT put his whole life into this
or confused but progressing with great vigor
Institute program-into us-and we
and joy as if he were untouchable by the
all felt it. While going to school, I
woes of the world around him and ready to would talk to him every day for at least two
share thoughts about "light cleaving to light." hours. He was my mentor through theologi-DAN COATES cally challengng times. He helped me to
sound out concerns, to inquire and challenge
RENT once commented to me that and explore while still holding to the truths of
"Orthodoxy does not require duplica- nhe gospel. He would guide me, and when he
tion, just compatibility" I have never knew I was ready for a challenge, he would
forgotten that simple yet profound statement. raise new questions for me. I felt the interest
While, to some, Brent may have seemed a he had in my life. Many of my regrets are for
little "unorthodox" in his mannerisms and at- all of the things I still want to learn from him,
titudes, his life and teachings were in total all the questions I still want to ask him.
harmony with the great truths of the gospel.
-GERALD JONES (the younger)
Brent lived by the maxim that "All truth is
light, and light emanates from Christ through
ATTENDED class only once a month,
the Holy Spirit." Our great challenge here on
and it seemed that I went to class and
this earth is to seek after and find that "light"
Adam and Eve were in the Garden. Then
which brings us closer to our Heavenly the next month, they were still in the Garden.
Father and helps us make our own lives com-NIEN PING

I

B

B

I
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MET Brent when I was just coming back
to the Church. I loved hearing him teach
us about the gospel. His catch phrases
like, "You can't give love away fast enough,
because the Savior always sends love in return," and "Put this on page one of your
journal" are now little blessings.
-CRYSTAL COE

I

REMEMBER we had an evening Forum
speaker once whom Brent wanted very
much to hear. The event was well attended and the speaker began-but
no
Brent. At one point, I left to use the restroom
and found Brent in his office, poking at the
prepared dinner while he listened to a mentally ill (and perhaps drunk) sometime
member of the Church sing one Primary song
after another. Brent had sacrificed his opportunity to hear this speaker so the rest of us
could enjoy the message in peace. Whenever
the straggly singer made a move to go explore
the rest of the building, Brent coaxed him to
stay, gamely requesting another song and expressing vast appreciation for the one just
completed. He spent probably two hours in
this unenviable position. 1 think it is telling
that I no longer remember the speakerk message or even who he was, but I do remember
Brentk self-sacrificing act of love that night.
I used to cringe when someone would ask
a difficult gospel-related question in a Sunday
School or Institute class, and it took me some
time before I realized why: I secretly feared
the gospel would not hold up to such
scrutiny I was afraid that talking about certain aspects of the Church would expose
flaws that would "ruin it" for those who
hadn't seen the same discrepancies, like
asking technical questions about Santa Claus
in front of a child. Brent changed all that for
me, not by knowing all the answers-though
he did have an amazing wealth of knowledge
that included Near Eastern studies, physics,
philosophy, and comparative religion-but
by constantly searching for answers himself.
Without ever veering in the least from the
standard doctrines of the gospel, he was constantly studying the scriptures and many
other sources, asking provocative questions
of his students and coming up with theories
which he tested out on us. These theories always linked true gospel principles in ways
that made the whole gospel make more sense
to me. And though we all took turns deflating
a few of his balloons (usually with less tact
than he steered us around our own misguided ideas, I'm afraid), he always took such
revisions in stride and was quick to dismiss
anything shown to be false. He held fast to
anything that was true, and when two true
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things seemed to conflict with one another,
he would search until he found out how to
reconcile them. There was nothing 1 was
afraid to ask him, and though occasionally
our frank discussions led him to pop the
handkerchief he always canied into his
mouth (a common gesture he employed
when he felt he was straying to less appropriate topics), I always felt that he would give
me "the straight scoop."
Brent's favorite way of expressing his testimony on any topic was with the phrase "I am
convinced that . . . ." His professions were
sincere and direct, empty of the glibly spoken
"I knows" that can characterize many testimonies, and his conviction convinced me. I
felt he had probed the gospel like few others
and had not found it wanting, and I was determined to do so as well. I felt the Spirit
bearing witness with an "aha!" feeling more
with him than perhaps with any other person
in my life, and I am grateful for his influence
which is a part of my testimony to this day
-ALYSON MCCLEVE BROBERG

FROM

THE

By Dan Wotherspoon
The following reflections tie in with my
November 2001 editorial that drew upon a realization I'd had during a session a t the 1997 annual meeting of the American Academy of
Religon. Here is thefirst, and even more lasting,
part of the stoly of my experiences at that conference.

A

BOUT THIRTY MINUTES into my
flight to San Francisco, I noticed my
rowrnate and 1 were both reading religous studies books. I asked him if he were
going to the AAR conference. He was.
'games Fowler from Emory University."
"Uh, Dan Wotherspoon. . . . I'm teaching
some as an adjunct in Salt Lake City, but I'm
still looking for a full-time position. . . . But
ROTHER Collette was one of the your name seems familiar to me."
most amazing and inspiring people
Generously, he let me fidget only for a few
I've ever known. His smile literally lit seconds while I racked my brain for the
up the room, and his incredible good humor
reason I had recognized his name. "Well,
and love for everyone were contagious. He whatever small notice people have taken of
also gave incredible hugs. 1 saw him the me is usually connected with one of the
Tuesday afternoon before his last class, and books I've written, Stages of ~ a i t h . " '
he said, "Erin, wouldn't it be a shame if I died
"That's it!" I exclaimed, "We read that in
because I didn't have a hug, and you were the methods class I took during my master's
right here in the building?" I gave him one, work at Arizona State." Unfortunately, I
and that moment is a special memory for me. couldn't think of much to say about the book
-ERIN CORN right then. It was just one of many I had read
for that class in various approaches to the
IKE many others, I feel that Brent was study of religion, although I did remember
the best friend I had at Berkeley He that several of my fellow students were genwas parent and counselor and spiritual uinely excited by it.
Again. Dr. Fowler let me off the hook, not
leader rolled into one. His trust, thoughtfulness, and practical approach to life bolstered waiting for me to rhapsodize about his book.
me as I returned to activity in the Church. The "Tell me, what did you study at Claremont?"
Ouch! My choice there to work on
Institute building was a second home, one
that I still value. I am saddened to think that 1 Mormon thought was not my favorite decican no longer visit with him in this life and let sion at this later moment in my life and
him know how I have progressed. But I am stalled career. Maybe it would have been
thankful I knew him and am comforted that better if he had left me to twist in the wind
there is now one more joyful reunion to look while I searched for something complimenforward to in our heavenly home. And I'd like tary to say about his book! "Uh . . . I went
to think that he can now "hie to Kolob and there to study process philosophy but ended
participate in metaphysical discussions with up working mostly on Mormon theology and
those of so much greater knowledge than we its resources for the postmodern world."
What came next surprised me: "Then you
yet possess.
--IAARISSA CAREY must know all about Sunstone."
"Sure I do. But . . . how do you know
To comment or share your own about it?"
He explained he had twice spoken at Salt
reflections about Brent, visit our webLake symposiums, and he expressed genuine
site: <www.sunstoneonline.com>.

L
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admiration for the people he had met and the
spiritual and emotional needs Sunstone
helped meet. "In fact, I've used a portion
from a talk 1 heard at Sunstone in my latest
book, Faithful Change. . . . Oh, and you might
like that book. It deals with the postmodern
world, too."*
We spoke for a few more minutes. I
asked about the book's publisher so 1 could
visit their conference booth to look it over,
and soon we turned back to our own
thoughts and reading. I did buy the book,
first thing, when I arrived at the conference.
Maybe we'd bump into each other again and
he'd sign it. That'd be cool.
That was not to be, and my personal encounter (at least so far) with James Fowler
ended when we shook hands at the end of
the flight. But Faithful Change, my subsequent re-introduction to Stages of Faith, and
my fresh encounters with his other books
continue to make him a favorite person.3
When I desperately needed it, he, through
his writing, helped me see what it might
mean to someday become a spiritual adult.
Now, "spiritual adult" is a pretty loaded
term. Let me give it a little run up.

I

N her recent SUNSTONE cover article
(Nov. 2001), Marybeth Raynes discusses
one of the most important discoveries of
the past century: that human beings generally think, reason, behave, love, and adapt in
ways that follow developmental principles
and fall into structurally similar developmental stages. And further, these stages
themselves unfold in a predictable, even necessary, sequence. Now, developmental theory
can be really boring, especially to readers for
whom everything feels stable and safe. I'm
certain that is why Stages of Faith had been
'lust one of many" books for me when I had
read it early in my master's program. I didn't
feel the book related to me. I was comfortable that I already knew pretty well the way
things really are. I wanted to learn more
about religion, but I didn't really expect my
studies to change my views all that much.
However, a few months into my master's
program, I realized I had to make a decision.
I had proven to myself in the first month or
two (the timeframe in which I had read
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Fowler) that I could understand the source
material enough to get by without actually
letting any of it in, without allowing it to substantially alter my thinking. And I knew I
could continue that way Students in both my
graduate programs fought the whole way
through school against being moved from
their comfortable sureties. Several now teach
at denominational seminaries or pastor conservative congregations (those were their
goals), but I don't think they enjoyed their
schooling all that much. But what was my
goal? Was I willing to risk being changed by
the approaches and tools I was studying?
Well, sometime during that first semester,
I crossed that threshold. I could feel the difference, and at first, nothing gave me serious
cause to doubt my own views. Then I began
to study biblical authorship. Exploring the
divinity and authority of scripture-now
thatk scary! Ultimately I couldn't resist the
evidence that scripture, like other texts, bears
unmistakable evidence of human shaping,
deliberate construction, and the influence of
widely different personalities and religious
temperaments. I didn't really know what to
do with this new view of things. Scripture
had lost its sacredness; and I didn't then see
how there could be a middle position. Well,
before long, I was deconstructing everything.
If scripture was vulnerable to my new razors,
nothing could be off-limits, including
Mormon texts, history, and doctrine. It was
an exhilarating time; it was a very depressing
time.
At that point, I was fully in what Fowler's
model would describe as the fourth of six
faith stages. He calls it the "IndividuativeReflective" stage and characterizes it, in part,
as a time of "demythologzing." For the first
time, I saw what taking responsibility for my
own views really meant. I considered everything, especially how I had simply assumed
the stories I had been raised with-stories
about the nature of good and evil, of being a
child of God, of the meaning of life, of the divine hand in the founding of my country, of
what it means to be a Mormon-were true. I
kept on asking, concluding and unconcluding, flitting between belief and skepticism, flylng high in my speculations and
then crashing into myself as I struggled to
make them all fit together in a meaningful
way I wasn't really happy with what I had
come up with so far, yet I knew I could never
PAGE 10
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go back to seeing the world the way I had before.
It was while I was in this state of mind
that a friend suggested I read Dialogue and
SUNSTONE.I took his advice, and it
helped-especially with the loneliness I had
been feeling. Somehow, it hadn't really
dawned on me that other Mormons might
have asked the same questions I had, that
others might be trying to integrate their
scholarship and academic or professional
disciplines with their Church lives. What a
discovery to know that I wasn't alone! But
what a blow, too, for just as I had begun to
feel more connected with the Church than 1
had in years, the September 1993 excommunications took place. I was devastated. 1
hadn't yet attended a Sunstone symposium,
and I didn't then know any of the
"September Six," but I still recognized myself
in them. Sure, some of their publications and
presentations were intentionally a bit too
provocative and occasionally too sarcastic.
but it was easy to see such things were clearly
byproducts of frustration and weariness, and
not of hearts that weren't right or of people
who didn't want good things for the Church
and their fellow Saints. I couldn't help wondering if I were staring at my fate. If I kept on
this path, would my heart be constantly
questioned and stepped on, and would I still
end up never having been understood? Like
many others, I became very depressed and
began to contemplate abandoning the ship
altogether.
But in the middle of my darkest moments, optimistic feelings would bubble up
from some part of my soul, and I'd get
glimpses of what it might be like to feel comfortable with God and the Church again. I'd
catch scraps of conversations about "taking a
long view," of pendulums that swung back
and forth. Or I'd chance upon something
about how the "center never holds" and how
all changes arise from the margns. Deep
down I knew I was on a good path-but that
conviction didn't make it a fun one. I wrote
my dissertation on Mormonism while in this
frame of mind. I sensed even then I was cutting my own throat for the immediate job
market, but I was responding to feelings
urging me to stay connected to Mormonism.
I wrote on the LDS ideas and sensibilities I
liked best and how they might contribute to
a peaceful and sustainable future. It was

enough to keep alive my hope that I might
still find a home in the Church.
Yet, a year and a half later, as I described
in my November editorial, I was singing a
different tune. Things weren't working out. I
felt saddled and embarrassed by my ties to
Mormonism. Whatever spiritual signals that
had told me happiness was ahead if I kept to
the path I was on, and especially the feelings
that had said this road could still connect
with Mormonism, had been drowned by
post-graduation pressures to perform and the
cumulative effect of rejection after rejection
for jobs I had felt were perfect fits for me.
Enter the 1997 AAR conference. Enter
James Fowler on the plane. Enter a Jewish
scholar at the conference whose mind, spirit,
and fully-owned Jewishness made me believe
I might be able to push past my self-consciousness about being a Mormon. Enter
Fowler's Faithful Change on the plane trip
home and many rich encounters with his
other books and those of other theorists.

S

0 what did I mean when I said
Fowler's work helped me begin to see
what it might mean to be a "spiritual
adult"? First, it reminded me that there is
such a thing as mature spirituality. Of course,
I had met many people whom I had admired
for how they seemed to embrace everything
about life, including its many contradictions.
Had I been asked, I might have even used a
term like "spiritual maturity" to describe
what it was about them that attracted me.
Still, I had never really begun to consider
what characteristics they might have in
common, what it is that allowed them to be
so comfortable with themselves and with the
world.
Among other descriptors, Fowler portrays
the path of spiritual development that follows demythologizing as "a new reclaiming
and reworking of one's past . . . an opening to
the voices of one's 'deeper self"' (Stages of
Faith, 198). He notes that those in this next
stage have a "capacity to see and be in [their]
group's most powerful meanings, while simultaneously recognizing that they are relative, partial and inevitably distorting
apprehensions of transcendent reality" They
can once more "appreciate symbols, myths,
and rituals" but now with a depth of understanding impossible before they began the
examination processes (ibid.).
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people.
God-wrestling here, in this ar erla, arrlong this scar~ualousand part~cu~ar
Fowler really caught my attention in
Faithful Change as he described some of the
characteristics of the transition times between
stages, including "disorientation," and a
feeling
" "that we f have lost our mental and
emotional maps, charts, plans, and sense of
direction." They are times in which we spend
"a great deal of emotional energy . . . trylng to
grasp what has happened to us." He then
talks about a liminal period, which, following
William Bridges, he labels "the neutral zone"
and which ritual theorist Victor Turner calls
"antistructure." "To be in the neutral zone . . .
means experiencing the dismantling or disintegration bf a way bf seeing and being in the
world, and living through the ragged period
of struggling to compose a new and more adequate meaning. Saint John of the Cross's
great image of the 'dark night of the soul' captures the emotional sense of dislocation, and
sometimes desolation, such deep going times
of transition can bring" (73-74).
I was elated. You mean, these past nine
years really might have served the purpose I
had been sensing all along? That what I was
going through might be necessary if I want to
someday find the strength and inner peace I
had admired in others? That I might find
equilibrium again?
Fowler's work helued me learn to value
the scriptures again, and it also offered me
hope, comfort, the feeling that I was not
alone, and, best of all, the language to explain, even to myself, what I had been going
through. It also helped me feel part of a community again. I started to feel a connection
with the community of spiritual adventurers
from every tradition, but it also helped me
reconnect with Mormonism.
Several of Fowler's books sueak about
what has been termed "the scaidal of the
particular." This "scandal" "arises from the
fact that over and over again disclosures of
ultimate moment find exuression to and
among very finite, undistinguished, local and
particular peoples." He notes that it is the
scandal of the particular that gves rise to
such phrases as "How odd of God to choose
the Jews" or "Can any good thing come out
of Nazareth?" (Faithful Change, 207). As
much as I'd like to do nothing but think big
thoughts and never have to deal with bills
and toothaches and my weedy lawn, and as
much as we think we can escape into some
ethereal "community of all humankind or a
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purely spiritual realm. we can't. Eugene
England understood the scandal. It is what
his "why the Church is as true as the gospel"
and "being Mormon and human" emphases
are all about. He knew that revelation,
growth, and maturing can come only
through the particular, the temporal, the
concrete, and through the real struggles of
family and community relationships. I still
don't know exactly what I mean by this next
statement, but 1 believe something good
came out of upstate New York in the 1830s.
The movement Joseph Smith started is my religion. Fowler's works have helped me decide
once more to do my God-wrestling here, in
this arena, among this scandalous and particular people.
Fowler's books and those of many other
developmental theorists have also helped gve
me peace in much the same way as did my
first encounter with Richard Polk description
of "Liahona" and "iron rodder" Saints and
how so many of our misunderstandings and
frustrations arise from different temperaments, not different levels of goodness.
Developmental theory amplifies this: it isn't
just temperament. The world doesn't just
seem fundamentally different to people at different stages or with different styles, it is different.
I've also been helped tremendously by
understanding how important and appropriate certain feelings and beliefs are as
building-blocks for future development. In
her article, Raynes offers a model for growth
based upon a collapsible drinking cup with
each inner ring representing a capacity that is
transcended and enfolded as we continue to
develop, but which is nevertheless absolutely
essential if we are to flourish in later stage^.^
My studies in developmental theory have
helped me see how important those early
stages are in which everything looks either
black or white, right or wrong; in which we
fully buy into our family, national, and religious stories. We need strong narratives as
we negotiate our way; they serve as our
houses built upon the rock. Without fully believing and living in them, we very likely will
not be able to withstand life's many storms
and complexities.
I still can't say I enjoy it month after
month, but thanks to this idea, I'm much
more comfortable with the twenty-minute
parade of Primary children who offer their "I

knows" during my ward's fast and testimony
meeting. I'm less bothered by my children's
legalistic pronouncements and wrinkled
faces when their egghead, conflicted dad
"isn't quite as sure" as they are about most
things. I now genuinely hope my children
will serve Church missions and will write
home about how "the gospel rocks!" and
"Oh, if the people only knew how much we
could help them!" That's exactly how you're
supposed to feel at that time in your life.
That's the kind of confidence missionaries
need to do what they do.
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NOW that my hope in sharing some
of these struggles is not to focus on
where I may or may not be on the
journey toward spiritual adulthood. Every
small victory I've described above is tempered by the cold, hard truth that I'm not negotiating my way nearly as well as I'd like to,
especially with regard to the Church. Please
know that I also understand that my choice
to stay active and involved with the Church
is not the only or best route for everyone.
My purpose is simply to share how much
my mind and heart have changed since I
chanced to sit next to James Fowler on a
plane on the way to a conference. And my
hope is for such good fortune to attend each
of you as you happen to
take notice of what the
people around you are
reading and saymg. You
never know what good
place such things might
g2
lead.
-
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